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Intensity :

Getting Started 

Navigating romantic relationships as a young adult is complex. In America today, there are many differing views on premarital sex, cohabitation, 

and gender roles in a relationship. Traditional markers of adulthood aren’t as common either because people are starting careers later in life. This 

and other factors mean that people are getting married later, leaving more time for dating and lower-commitment relationships. Then, we add in 

the fact that young adults have experienced a great deal of cultural upheaval in their lifetimes. Given these dramatic changes, it’s no wonder that 

young adult views on relationships differ greatly among each other and from those of generations that came before them.

• Around 18 million adults in the U.S. were in cohabiting living situations in 2016, up 29% from 2007. 

• Average age of marriage for men is 29 and for women is 27. (2017, U.S. Census Bureau) 

• According to the National Association of Evangelicals, 80% of unmarried Christians, ages 18-29, admit to having had 
premarital sex. 

• Nearly 1 in 2 young adults would tell you their parents are divorced. 

• 48% of 18- to 29-year-olds report using a dating site or app. (Pew Research Center)

Where do you look for dating partners? What do you look for in a dating partner? 
Do you know what your parents or 
grandparents looked for?

Where does dating fall in your list of priorities? What did Jesus seem to value in 
relationships?

Choose one
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What Does the Bible Say?

Obviously, dating as we know it was not practiced during Old or New Testament times. Biblical societies looked very different than ours today. 

The Old Testament, with its emphasis on household and tribal relationships, was intended to be a community of single and married people 

creating a justice-oriented ecosystem that cared for the marginalized: the widows, the orphans and the strangers from foreign lands. (See Pivot’s 

Wedding Bells guide for more.) The New Testament writers were steeped in the same justice-oriented mindset as the Old Testament. New 

Testament writers make an even greater effort to normalize singleness as a legitimate way of being a member of or even leader of a Christian 

community (prohibiting extreme practices like incest “that does not even occur among the pagans” 1 Cor 5:1. Whenever New Testament authors 

feel the need to comment on how relationships are created and maintained, it always seems to go hand-in-hand with protecting the church 

community). It’s fair to draw the conclusion that the particulars of how relationships happen aren’t as important as their ability to create a healthy 

community.

If old norms are being marginalized or reconsidered, what role does scriptural interpretation play in the redevelopment of how we think about romantic  

relationships and dating? Is there room to reconstruct a new, biblical theology of dating and pursuing relationships that lead to long-term (even lifelong)  

commitments and the creation of family? Is there a prescription of what that family looks like? We invite you to take a look at some of the passages in  

scripture that seem to hint at the good and the bad (and the ugly?) of biblical romance, sex, family, and community.

How have you seen dating be constructive or 
destructive for church community?

As young adults strike out on their own, 
creating healthy community is a primary 
task. In what ways are you pursuing that?

Do you see dating and the church as 
connected? If so, how?

Choose one

He has told you, O mortal, what is good;
    and what does the Lord require of you

but to do justice, and to love kindness, and to 
walk humbly with your God?

Micah 6:8

This is my beloved, and this is my friend.  
Song of Songs 5:16

Also see the book of Ruth

“Now to the unmarried and the widows, I 
say it is good for them to stay unmarried, 

as I am. 
1 Corinthians 7:8
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Perspectives on Relationships

Love is patient, love is kind…  

Corinthians 13:4-8

Be completely humble and gentle; be patient, 

bearing with one another in love. 

Ephesians 4:2

Above all, love each other deeply, because love 

covers over a multitude of sins. 

1 Peter 4:8

“Yet even though the First Testament generally assumes 

that marriage is functionally normative for most 

people—part of ‘the facts on the ground’ for human 

society—it never prescribes it for everybody.” 

Breaking the Marriage Idol, Kutter Calloway

“For most of you, the cornerstone of your future and 

happiness will be inextricably linked to the man you marry, 

and you will never again have this concentration of men who 

are worthy of you. Here’s what nobody is telling you: Find a 

husband on campus before you graduate.” 

Susan Patton, aka “Princeton Mom”

“The way that you make people resilient 

is by voluntarily exposing them to things 

that they are afraid of and that make 

them uncomfortable.” 

Jordan Peterson

“Vulnerability is the birthplace of love, belonging, joy, 

courage, empathy, and creativity. It is the source of 

hope, empathy, accountability, and authenticity. If we 

want greater clarity in our purpose or deeper and more 

meaningful spiritual lives, vulnerability is the path.”  

Daring Greatly, Brene Brown

This is my commandment, that you love one 

another as I have loved you. 

John 15:12

What stategies do you employ to 
keep relationships (dating, friendship, 
spousal, parent/child) healthy?

What do your communities, religious or 
otherwise, say about dating? Who do you 
consult for relationship advice?

Choose one

The Bible may not be a clear guidebook for modern dating relationships, but it certainly has a lot to say about how we treat one another. It 

also clearly states that both marriage and singleness are legitimate ways of being in the community of God. It highlights the importance of 

relationships, whether friendships, mentorships, marriages, familial relationships, etc. 

Scripture provides direct guidance on relationship maintenance, and it has influenced many historical and contemporary thought leaders. But 

there are plenty of other sources of advice, as well. There are many voices vying for our attention, trying to inform our relationship decisions. 

How do we decide what advice to follow and what to ignore? What’s healthy and what is noise?
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Going Deeper

This guide may have led you to deconstruct your views on healthy 
relationships, which can be a moment of “desolation” or “consolation” 
(to use terms popularized by Ignatian Spiritual reflection). This can be 
a hard journey to go through. Before you engage the questions on 
this page as a group, it might be good to talk about how people are 
feeling challenged, sad, or encouraged. What work may you or your 
group need to commit to in healthy ways?

What Makes Love Last? by John M. Gottman
 
Left Swipes & Love: A Millennial’s Guide to Hookups, 
Dating and Tinder by Amanda Nachman and Daniel Kuhn

https://www.wbur.org/dearsugar 

https://bridgetown.church/teaching/loveology/
loveology-sex-pt-1/

To Learn More

https://www.gottman.com/blog/category/dating-
premarital/

How have you defined “dating” and 
how has your definition evolved?

How does it relate to searching for 
a spouse, building a relationship in 
a marriage, or other life pursuits? 

Choose one

The Journey Ahead

Think about a relationship you’ve 
had that was unhealthy. What did 
you learn from that experience?

How have you been invited 
into someone else’s journey of 
creating healthy relationship 
and how was that experience? 
How have you invited others 
into your journey?

Do you have a favorite piece 
of advice you’ve been given 
about relationships and how 
has it determined the way you 
approach relationships?

Pivot Guide: Wedding Bells

Pivot Guide: Marriage Equality


